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Company: NGARE EMPLOYMENT SOLUTIONS PTY LTD

Location: Australia

Category: other-general

Full time -permanent position based in Brisbane CBDFlexible, supportive team

environment & attractive salary on offerGrowing ASX listed Multidiscipline Engineering

businessAbout VerbrecWith over 860 dedicated team members operating out of locations

across Australia and New Zealand, Verbrec is a leading mid-tier ASX listed company (ASX:

VBC) providing exceptional engineering, operations and training services across the entire

asset lifecycle, with a significant focus on growth into new and existing industries.We provide

services to our clients across Australia, New Zealand, PNG and the Pacific, across the

energy, infrastructure and mining sectors, to empower them to improve efficiency and

capability. We take pride in our focus on safety, while driving a strong people-focused culture

to make transformations toward a sustainable and smart future.About youDue to a growth

in our workload, we are looking for a Senior Piping Designer to join our experienced team in

Brisbane. This role offers an opportunity to provide valued piping design project support to

Verbrec as part of ongoing works. Ideally, you will have experience in the areas of Oil & Gas,

Mining, Infrastructure, and other heavy industriesKey responsibilities of this position

include:Deliver Piping design and drafting services that meet Verbrec’s, the customer’s and

applicable statutory and regulatory requirements.Perform design and drafting assignments

that meet project requirements on time and within budget.Perform Piping design and drafting

services such as:Identify and report changes to project scope.Prepare engineering drawings

and documentation.Check drawings and documents in accordance with Verbrec’s checking

procedures and participate in project reviews as required.Provide technical support and

assistance within the Design Team and liaise with engineering teams.Communicate
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effectively with the discipline team and project stakeholders.Identify issues and problems,

develop appropriate solutions, and ask for assistance when required.About the roleThis

position would suit Piping Designers with experience in the areas of mining and oil & gas

greenfield projects with skills and experiences across: PDMS or E3D experience preferred

but not essentialMicroStation SS8,SmartPlant P&ID experience preferred but not

essentialIntergraph SmartPlant Review,Developing 3D models and converting them to

ISO’s,Preferably experiences with drawing pipe racks and similar structures.The new

Verbrec brand represents our evolution and continued growth by leveraging emerging

techniques and technologies for the benefit of our clients. Evolution, engineered.Our Vision

- Meeting the future by engineering transformative solutions through full project and asset

lifecycles.Our Promise to You - We believe in passionate and innovative people delivering

our success. We take pride in seeing our people continually develop their career opportunities

and access wonderful employee benefits. We offer our people engaging and challenging

work, the opportunity for personal success and, a fun and friendly culture. We are an inclusive

workplace and we believe in diversity and opportunity for all.*Aboriginal and Torres Strait

Islander candidates are encouraged to apply*** Please note, a satisfactory National Criminal

Check will be required prior to commencement of employment** 25 May 2023Brisbane City

Queensland, AustraliaFull TimeEngineeringEngineering Drafting 
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